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Thesis 

When the harbour settlement of Holmsund emerged the paternalistic milling society solely built 

itself around one cause, this generated a closed community consisting of a very uniform 

population. The impact is still present to the current day, homogenisation is causing 

individualisation and power is expressed by means of tangible possessions. Holmsunds’ door is 

closed, the following thesis wish to unlock the door and leave it open.  

   Social diversity could be achieved through the concept of sharing, where the home acts as the 

engine for societal change. To provide the means the applicable strategy is to introduce shared 

resources in terms of both social and physical aspects, it is executed through three stages working 

in various scales. 

Explanation 

In order to accomplish the previously stated the strategic site of intervention is where one is the 

most responsive, where the daily life happens, where one lives. Modernity and digitalization 

generates a society where services are moving from physical spaces in the public to rather taking 

place within the home, thus putting a greater emphasis on the way we live. Not to mention the 

amount of time and value we invest in living during our lives, constantly craving to settle, to 

connect our bodies to one physical space. On that account housing serves as the architectural tool 

to be implemented and it is approached through the following stages. 

  The first step means to share the society in an equal way, to make it livable for everyone 

nomather your background. A greater openness is achieved by providing housing aimed for the 

groups that the society currently is dismissing. The identified dominating inhabitant in Holmsund is 

currently the generic family consisting of two parents and their children living in a villa, hence the 

door must be opened for the young and the elderly. The organizational way to accomplish age 

specific housing is through the the public utility Bostaden, the municipal housing enterprise of 

Umeå. 

   The second step means to share specific resources within the society in order to include the 

planned residents with existing community and thus connecting diverse people. As a part of the 

proposed housing a service is to be implemented which is applicable for the existing society. In 

Holmsund the sport community is very present, a sports library where donated sporting goods can 

be shared between everyone will enable various people to meet in the activity of sport.  

   The third step means to share activities within the proposed housing in order to generate the 

feeling of belonging and to establish a connection between neighbours. It will be realized by 

providing communal spaces for the residents where suitable activities can be pursued. The elderly 

and the young are two groups whom in themselves are different from each other and could benefit 

from sharing social qualities together, for example through daily activities such as cooking dinner 

or exercising. 

Conclusion 

By cracking the homogenous bubble a more open society would emerge where crossing social 

borders leads to connections between various groups of people, which results in many valuable 

outcomes. Discrimination would diminish and acceptance would increase as different perspectives 

we didn’t even know existed brings a better understanding of one another. Differences gives life 

and creativity to our social capacity, together we are stronger. 

 


